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Young Goodman Brown. a short story by Nathaniel Hawthorne. conveys the story of an immature adult man as he travels with the devil to understand the truth behind human society. Brown recognizes that he has preserved a naive faith in the universe. and begins to doubt the real convictions he has held throughout his life. Goodman
suspects that there is much more to life than his puritanical upbringing and strong faith would make him believe. Therefore. Brown allows himself to give up his faith. for only one dark. in the hope that he will burst with the true concern behind the outer universe. Unfortunately. what he finds on this journey will be something that will change
the mentality of life forever. In the fable. Young Goodman Brown. Writer Nathaniel Hawthorne uses The Drawing Word. interpersonal duolog. Symbolism. and set to convey the theme that matures as a single. he/she interprets the universe in a completely different mode. During this narrative. Hawthorne sets out exact character traits.
especially in Goodman Brown. which convey the overall theme. The first main feature of this short narrative is Brown's immature age. in life. as in Young Goodman Brown. The age of an individual expresses the appropriate spirit of this peculiar person. Adulthood. and cognition of the universe. How Hawthorne gives inside information
about Goodman's immature life and recent marriage. he gives away the temperament that our supporter is a really immature. immature adult male. Hawthorne's description of Goodman's marriage to Faith as But Three Months (Hawthorne) shows the reader that the connection between Brown and his faith is still undeveloped and new.
Most people see marriage as a bond that needs enough clip to build trust; Nevertheless. Hawthorne makes it clear that Goodman Brown's relationship with Faith violates the inclination we have as a society lock. Brown's young man also tells the reader that he is naive and unaware of the universe around him. The rigorous puritanical
upbringing of our protagonist and his age show that Goodman Brown is youthful in relation to the world; his age and faith have left him unable to appease the society in which he lives. In fact. Hawthorne implies this disease throughout Goodman Brown's journey. Before the journey of our protagonist. it is suggested that he does not
understand the universe around him. and that he has doubts about the society in which he lives. Brown's statement from all the dark in the 12 months. this one dark I have to let go of them. My journey. as you call it. and back again. must inevitably be done 'twixt now and dawn. (Hawthorne) expresses the fact that he has to take this
expedition. due to a lack of cognition. Total. this journey can as an immature path of an immature man from immaturity and lack of cognition to adulthood and from information. In addition to a lack of cognition and immaturity. young people are often interpreted as a lack of life experience. Goodman Brown is at the point in his life and his
relationship to his belief that he is still a sincere to make known and anxious. Brown did not have the ability to contest himself or his beliefs. Therefore. Goodman relies on his limited experience in the past. Believe. and small knowledge to judge the universe around him. Hawthorne makes it clear to his readers that the supporter is really
pure and blameless. The ascribed purity of Von Goodman is due to part of the undyed life of this character; his young man and his rigorous upbringing have limited the events and experiences in his personal life. The mention of Faith's pink threads conveys a sense of purity in Brown. Free flow. Tap Pattern sends a message that Brown's
religion is not only immature and guiltless. but uninhibited and undeterred. Although it is not exactly specified. From this it can be inferred that Goodman's artlessness forced his position to transform the universe around him. At the beginning of this narrative. Brown saw the people around him in the best possible visible radiation; it seemed
as if the universe was one-sided in its head. However. he is not brainwashing even in such fictions to believe. Alternatively. the religion that Brown holds for human society is sincere. whether or not, it is on his young person. The supporter really has these beliefs; Nevertheless. his lack of cognition and experience is not only a succession
of unrealistic religion. but a sincere of uncertainty. every bit good. Together with Goodman's young man. Hawthorne establishes a disturbing personality within this character. The nature of Goodman serves as a method to type the change of faith as Brown begins to age and experience life. At the beginning of this fable. the uncertainties
within Brown were meek at best; nevertheless, his attitude continued to be on his head. Where most would pass a breakpoint. Goodman continued his troubled ideas and began to oppugn every facet of his life. Finally. Brown realized what he had to do; his attitude made it his duty to seek the truthfulness behind his contemplations. Faith
asked Brown to testify. Prithee made your journey until dawn and slept in your bed at night. A lonely adult woman is afraid of such dreams and such ideas that she sometimes fears itself. Yet Brown's personality would not allow himself to be subject to such supplications. Alternatively. his inner most ideas haunted his head; Brown began to
doubt everything and everyone he knew. Goodman's intuitions and concerns rose in both and in personal value. how the narrative and his journey continued. His personality. in portion. leads Brown to go behind his immature faith and seek the truth behind his scruples. Goodman is aware of the obvious evil cause (Hawthorne) behind his
journey to knowledge. However. Brown's mindset constantly drives him to take such dangers. all in the name of knowledge and life experience. During Brown's journey, there were many opportunities for Goodman to turn around and embrace his faith; nevertheless, he once submitted himself and allowed himself to renounce such an
obligation. At the beginning of this short story. Brown is alloredd to make his journey. but he could not mediate to do so. Faith implored and implored him. But not even his married wife could stop the push, which was fueled by his disturbing personality. When Brown left his small town. he gave one last expression to his faith before turning
the corner on his Dreary Path (Hawthorne). At this point. Goodman could easily turn around and recognized the universe only as he believed it. but alternatively, he couldn't get himself to do it again. Goodman continued on his way until he finally reached his ring. Throughout the clip, he recognized the immorality and the injustice
surrounding him. Still. despite the possibility that there is an Indian behind all time (Hawthorne). Goodman would not allow the obvious symbols to consequential his header. As the two emergency services continued into the forest. the older adult man began to seduce Brown and expose his worst fears. With every find. like the wickedness
found in Goody Clouse. Brown's concerns escalated further. His personality took over his judgments. and even though he recognized the dangers. Goodman continued. With every lure and new find. Brown began to understand and mature his milieus. The real idea that Goodman could see the truth behind his intuitions became the strong
faith that claimed his artlessness and faith. In add-on to detailed characters word image. Hawthorne relies on interpersonal duolog to convey the general theme in Young Goodman Brown. The first illustration of Brown's metabolism is shown through the conversation between Goodman and his faith. Before this rational and personal
journey. Brown's interaction with his married wife makes the reader believe that neither character is afraid of the outer universe. The middle man weighs all possible results before making a formed determination. Nevertheless. as through Duolog between Brown and Shown. in this fable, which is not the instance. Statements like You may
find everything good when you come back. (Hawthorne) (Hawthorne) a message of security and unwise hope. The treatment of the couple comes as a method of brainwashing each other; the two strive to convey only the most positive results as possible. This is particularly evident in Brown's investigation into Dost 1000. Goodman uses
the panic maneuver of conviction and forces his faith. by using a complex duologue. believe that this journey will only be positive. Total. It is Brown's words that convince the two characters that no injuries will come from Goodman's personal expedition. Although the conversation between Faith and Goodman Brown reflects a province of
artlessness to the outside world. the duolog within this treatment conveys an impulse to the Larn and Grok society in addition to the dialogue. Goodman's faith urged him to revive his journey through the Dark Forest (Hawthorne); nevertheless, his passion for cognition and understanding forced him. Brown's statement: I slurr from them. My
journey. as you call it. Forth and back again. must inevitably be done 'twixt now and dawn. expresses the urgency that Goodman has instilled. Brown makes it clear that this expedition cannot be suspended. but alternatively, it is an undertaking that must be done in the dark. Unfortunately. Brown's conversation with his married wife leaves
no options; Goodman's duolog has made it clear that he must make this trip to ban the discovery. The duologue between Faith and Brown showed immaturity. Artlessness. and the impulse to larn. nevertheless, the treatment between the devil and Brown conveys the adulthood and the changes of the supporter. At the beginning of Brown's
personal journey. the character retained his artlessness and his faith in the universe. However. as Satan and Goodman traveled further and further into the forest. the Duolog began to show Brown's new positions. Goodman's call: There is nothing good on earth; and wickedness is just a name. Come. Satan; for to them this universe is
given. indicates the metabolism within the character. At one point. Brown clung to his faith with artlessness and purity. but as the events of darkness continued, it became clear that Goodman was no longer immature. Innocent adult male his married wife once knew. The illustrations of the devil by corrupt Münsterans. Instructor. and other
well-thought-out individuals finally had an impact on Brown's beliefs. Brown's exclamation: Come Satan himself. and here comes Goodman Brown expresses the complete change of the religion and personal beliefs of the protagonist. The dulogologist between these Characters explicitly convey the method in which life experience and
adulthood have effectively influenced Brown. Throughout the allegory. Hawthorne relies heavily on the literary symbolism to convey the theme of short story. The first illustration of it shows the author of Faith and her pink threads. As explained by his wife's name. Brown's partner was not just his spouse. but his religion in the universe every
bit good. Faith symbolized an immature. Naïve. and innocent trust in human society. The real fact that faith could ne'er go their Hubby. shows that his beliefs served as a method in which Goodman comforted himself; his faith was always with him. but the outer universe remained far away. Letting the air current drama with the pink ribbons
(Hawthorne) symbolizes the free-flowing and healthy confidence within Browns. At the beginning of this journey. Brown's bond with Faith is strong and stable. when Goodman leaves them in the dark. he is basically going for his faith behind. Much later in the narrative. Hawthorne reintroduces the pink threads during the witch ceremony. As
an alternative to drifting in the Zephyr or playful resiling of Faith's caput. the threads fall off. right in goodman's eyes. The threads fall because Brown sees his faith attending the ceremony. for him it was the final straw. The events that took part in this darkness claimed his lack of art. Purity. and beliefs in the universe; the threads that fall
from Faith's caput base to type these personal changes. Once he awoke. Brown entered the universe without religion. but plenty of uncertainty and bitter ideas. An immature one. Blameless. Loyal adult man once stood in Goodman's seats. nevertheless with the loss of his religion A stood by part. a sad one. a dark meditative. a mistrustful
one. if not a desperate person (Hawthorne). hardened and aged by the events of this terrible darkness. Hawthorne's following illustration of the symbolism can be found in the snake stick of the elder Goodman Brown. The staff contains many symbols; however, it is generally associated with immorality and injustice. At the beginning of
Brown's journey. Goodman is an immature person. pure adult male. but the route led by this walking stick begins to change it. The serpent on the staff symbolizes the immorality that can be found within the journey; it is the duty of this tool to lead Brown from his conservative beliefs on a path of possibility. evil truths. The adult male,
believed to be the devil, has become a trailblazer. to make a path through the woods that only leads to the death of Brown. In add-on to these symbols. the snake staff also conveys the story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Just as the snake led to the Forbidden Fruit. The snake-decorated staff takes Brown to his illegal
realization. The rod continues to guide Brown on the road. the whole piece he is even further removed from his faith. If accepted. suddenly the tool asserts the head of its perceptive. Goody Cloyse and Brown each take the staff. and in manufacturing. each character accepts a new way. and a different life. Hawthorne uses the character
known as Old Goodman Brown to characterize a personality associated with that of the devil and the wickedness. Brown's description of an indefinable air (Hawthorne) around the adult male. leaves the reader to attach an evil nature to this character. As one. the adult man seems to take Brown a path that will take him from his faith. and
transmits it to an evil epiphany. Old Goodman Brown is basically the end-of-life sequence of his immature counterpart's journey through the wood; His one replicated the adult male Brown will go once he has experienced life. The fact that the diabolical adult man is older tells readers that he has experience in life. and that he will steer
Brown through his adulthood. However. alternatively as positive. the devil serves to show all the evils and immorality in life. The older adult man himself begins to typify the negative influences that society experiences every 24 hours. Old Goodman Brown begins to model and determine the idea of life into a sinful narrative. in which No. 1
is without evil nature. In addition to goodman, the one can type the allure in Goodman's life. As already mentioned. Behind many of his uncertainties, Brown has a hunger for the truth. In his walk with the devil. Goodman is tempted with the knowledge of the universe. The old Goodman Brown continues to demonstrate his immature
comrades of the evil facets of life, who continue to distract him from his faith with every temptation. The scene in Young Goodman Brown conveys the theme that Goodman Brown has undergone a personal metabolism. Hawthorne's use of such a gloomy wood replicates the uncertainty and deviant nature of his journey. Brown began this
narrative in his peaceful. Puritan small town. nevertheless, as this narrative progressed, he found himself lost in the dark. devouring forest. The woods around Brown confused him and held him in their evil esteem; it seemed as if the forests were constantly shielding the vision of faith and its small puritanical town. The darkness and the
advanced path before Goodman left the character unable to predict the coming events. The setting itself conveyed the riddle behind worldly life - no adult man can calculate the coming events. However. this state promises a dark one. Understanding within Goodman Brown. The woods begin to spoil Brown and the darkness seems to
devour everything. The scene here conveys the idea that evil and sin end Goodman; it seems as if it is an inevitable one. evil future awaits this character. that the Forest scene from Goodman's journey also expresses the possibility that Young Brown could return to his faith. The state brown has forced himself into is one riddled with
uncertainty and a wide range of possibilities. Goodman has allowed himself to walk through such a dark and complex forest. that he obviously does not recognize his way of faith again. The expedition through this scene is even more difficult for Brown, because the two characters have chosen the Deepest part (Hawthorne) of the forests to
travel. With every bend and bend in the wood. Brown is getting lost more and more. the whole piece that has become dependent on his obviously evil servant. With each measure continue into the forests. Brown distanced himself from his faith. Or to be sure that after this one dark I will cling to her skirts and follow her to heave. Brown has
now lost himself on the way to life. At this point. It is uncertain whether Goodman is still the guiltless adult man who once knew. or if she was let down on his journey. Hawthorne uses the ingenious manner of Goodman Brown to show an expansive and clip-eating expedition to the truth behind life. The path through the wood seems to be
really extended and long. The scale of this journey shows how much Goodman has learned and changed; during the same clip. he can no longer be the adult male he once was. With each bend and row of stairs. Goodman discovers something advanced about the universe around him. When Brown continued his journey. the convictions
that urged his faith and religion to preserve him were overly erased. The distance of the route not only marked how far he had travelled. but the knowledge he had gained was very good. At the constitution of Brown's Jaunt. the supporter was referred to as Young Goodman Brown; however, at the end of his journey he was known only as
Goodman Brown. The length of the path not only symbolizes The statement of Brown. but his adulthood all good. With every measure he took. Goodman matured and walked the adult man who eventually led him through the woods. Still. as he continues to age. Tires. and learn. It became clear to the reader that he left his faith on the way
during the production. The complexity of the dark wood way expresses the vicissitudes of Goodman Brown and his decline of faith. The bends of the way that each characterizes a new fear within Brown. These twists mean something different. whether it is the loss of Brown's religion or the search for evil nature in society. Goodman has
acquired something original. to renounce his faith and his lack of kind. many curves were necessary. Brown hesitated to change. only so many. But every experience and lesson. Goodman's beliefs and his position on life changed. These bends symbolize the events in life that make up and overthrow the different values of human beings.
With each bend, Brown got a slightly different mentality. and as the curves increased, his position changed constantly. It was the events and experiences along the way that changed Goodman's life. Once he was an immature grown man. full of religion. and optimism. Nevertheless. as the curves continued. Brown came from the first a new
man - 1 with a very different mentality of life. Through this fable. Hawthorne uses several literary devices to convey the subject to the reader. Readers.
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